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"Y4D Foundation is working towards empowering the underprivileged section of
Indian society. We work on various aspects impacting children and youth to

build an empowered future generation"

Oxygen Concentrator Bank

As a part of Y4D's Fight Against Corona initiative, Y4D has started Oxygen
Concentrator bank in Pune, & we are happy to share that our oxygen
concentrator bank has been benefited multiple COVID patients and one of our
beneficiaries has shared this photo stating that 'Oxygen Concentrators have
turned out a "Life savior” for me and I'm feeling totally recovered from COVID'.

Essential Medical Support

Y4D Foundation in collaboration with Smiling Rocks understand the sense of
responsibility for our community, so far we have distributed 500+ essential
medical kit to the underprivileged section of the society of Bhojpur, Bihar.

Donate for a worthy cause

Story of Empowerment

Miss. Samiksha Kadam 

Vidyaniketan Shala, Pimparigaon 
Class : 7th

I am 13-year-old. I am from class VII from vidyaniketan school, my desire for
computer awareness was extremely high. But in my school, there is no
computer lab and trained teachers who could adequately instruct me on how to
properly operate computer systems.  
Luckily my school got selected for the computer training for free from the Y4D
foundation. Because of the Y4D foundation we got a well furnished computer
lab, where I started to learn computer, but due to covid-19 schools closed and
computer lab too. But thanks to my computer teacher she continued with the
online classes for computers and again I started to learn computers. In
computer classes the teacher taught us so many things about computers and
technology. But the most important thing I have learned in computer class is
how to use online payments apps. Before that we were aware about online
payment but we were scared to use it. In computer class I learned how to do
 online payments securely. I have learned and now I have taught my parents
also. They are very happy with my class. Now and in future also definitely it  is
going to help me and my family. There are many things which I have learned in
computer classes , and definitely it is going to help me in my life.  

“I am lucky. Thanks to Y4D Foundation for approaching and enrolling me in
 DTRC!”

Address : Y4D Foundation, C5, Bramha Park, Opp Fortune Business Centre,   
 Kaspate Vasti, Wakad, Pune - 411057, Maharashtra (India)
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